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Annex III

Opening Project Plan - the roles of the Contractor and the European Parliament (EP)

Before the opening

Summary Contractor role
EP role

Item Timeline Place Communication
campaign services*

Events organisation services* Media buying
services*

1 Questioning
campaign 1-pilot
action/ launch of
HEH pedagogical
programme:
Distribution of
postcard by
EPIOs during
school visits and
by HEH in other
events (e.g. EYE)

D-120 EPIOs
European
Youth Event

(EYE)

Design and production of
the questioning postcards
for this and following
events. Digital support for
collecting responses.

N/A Liaise with EPIOs
and EYE organisers

Liaise with relevant
authorities/pre-book
space(s) if needed

2 HEH Presentation
tour: inform
interested
audience (students
and adults)

D-60 to D-
30

Different
days

28 MS in
Museums,
Universities,
EPIO's

Printing posters to be
customized (24 languages)

Create template for all
communication material
related to the event
(including visual
presentation of the projects
as well as some HEH

Produce and send to the presentation
venues sufficient HEH pens + HEH
notebooks

Setting a remote connection between
presentation venues and HEH offices for
curators' intervention during discussions.

N/A Liaise with EPIOs,
museums,
universities, prepare
presentations
content, provide
speakers

Liaise with relevant
authorities/ pre-
book space(s) if
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campaign products). needed

3 Questioning
campaign 2:
general public

D-15+ 50 places (to
be selected
by
contractor)
at least one
per MS

Design and production of
the communication
material related to the
event

Design the web page
related to the event

Online component
leveraging owned channels
(social media, EP websites,
partner assets)

Surprising distribution of the questioning
postcard (Dropping balloons or...)

Organise activity to increase the volume
and level of responses.

Coordinate with event n°6 for realisation
of work of art

Advertorial
(freebie)

Purchase targeted
online adverts on
social media
channels

Ensure coordination
with the HEH web
development.
Prepare museum
style content for
social media action

Liaise with relevant
authorities/pre-book
space(s) if needed

4 Mirror installation
in cities: general
public

D-5 to D 5 or 6
Thalys/Euro
star
terminals/
major
stations

Create a specific mood-
board related to visual
identity and core message
as guideline for the
creation

Creation, production, transport,
installation, protection/guarding,
maintenance and removal of the
installations.

Physical distribution of the postcard

Ensure that the
message is coherent
and consistent with
the overall
campaign.

Liaise with relevant
authorities.
Advanced booking
of the sites.

5 Esplanade
installation:

general public in
Brussels (adults
and young adults
working nearby

D-3 to D Esplanade Create mood-board related
to visual identity and core
message as guideline for
the creation.

Design and production of
the leaflet promoting and
describing the programme

Creation, production, transport,
installation, protection/guarding,
maintenance and removal of the
installation.

Distribution of leaflet promoting and
describing the programme of the opening

Liaise with
authorities

Advanced booking
of the sites.
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in particular) of the opening day day.

Produce/organise musical animation
(Thursday eve)

6 Artwork related to
questioning

D-3 to D+x HEH
building

(Outside)

Create a specific mood-
board related to visual
identity and core message
as guideline for the
creation

Analysis of the answers from item 2 in
order to feed the creation of the work of
art.

Creation, production, transport,
installation, protection/guarding,
maintenance and removal of the
installation.

Ensure that the
message is coherent
and consistent with
the general
campaign.

Liaise with relevant
authorities

The day before the grand public opening- preview visits and red carpet opening D-day -1

7 Press & partner
previews: eg for
museum network
contacts,
neighbours,
journalists
(Brussels
correspondents,
Belgian press,
specialised press)

Dday-1 HEH Lay out of the info pack for
partners' and press pack (folder
and pages), usb stick with the
trailer

HEH Pen and HEH note book

Creation of
content for
press pack
journalists,
and info packs
for partners
and other
specialised
guests.
Organisation
of the event.
Sending
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invitations.

8 Red carpet:

VIPs

Dday-1 HEH Design and production of the
invitation (4 languages)

Cocktail (buffet catering) restricted on
some space (e.g. on the terrace)

Organisation of the travel for the
speakers/special guests/young winners
(e.g. winners of Charlemagne Youth
Prize).

Sound system + screens for the speeches.

Organisation of live music programme
(small format) on every floor

Organise the event making it fit in the
“night time” red carpet programme
(candle on the lake, etc.) .

Sounds and lights show on/in the
building

EP Protocol
Service
Liaise with all
DGs involved,
SAFE, PRES,
INTE.

Prep.Belgian
authorities
Prep.neighbou
ring
institutions in
and around
Parc Léopold

The Grand Public Opening Day - D-Day

9 Musical signage
to HEH

D-day Brussels
streets (from
crowded
streets to

Recommend 5-7 alternative pathways.
Organise the event along 3 to 5 different
pathways in Brussels accompanying
visitors from the centre town or crowded

Distribution of the
opening programme
leaflet (and badges on
line with with the “key

Ensure that the
message is
coherent and
consistent
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Leopold
Park)

streets to the Leopold Park. objects/ideas” concept) with the
general
campaign.

Liaison with
relevant
authorities/book
sites or spaces if
needed

10 European food
market

D-day Place Jean
Rey

Organise the event ensuring that the
stalls will offer a sufficient variety of
food (with recipes from at least 10
different EU countries from east to west
and from north to south).

Involvement of the neighbourhood is
appreciated when possible.

Distribution of the
opening programme
leaflet  (and badges in
line with the “key
objects/ideas” concept)

Liaison with
relevant
authorities/book
sites or spaces if
needed

11 Park decoration
in line with the
concept

D-day Leopold
Park

The decoration of the trees
must continue the design
concept of the campaign. It
should be visually
impactful from a distance
and give rise to reflection
while coming closer
(example: questions
hidden in the trees).

Organise the decoration of the trees
according to the questioning
theme/campaign. The material used must
respect the environment and consider the
eventuality of rainy weather.

Ensure that the
message is
coherent and
consistent
with the
general
campaign

Liaise with
relevant
authorities/book
sites or spaces if

needed.

12 Movies in the D-day Leopold The selection of movies
must be harmonised with

Implementation of screens and sound
systems. The objective is to entertain

Contribute to
the selection
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park park at least one of the
campaigns
(questioning/mirror/objects
).

people while queuing to visit the HEH,
in the atmosphere of a “mini-festival”.

of movies

Liaise with
relevant
authorities/book
sites or spaces if
needed

13 Dance/objects/c
oncepts related

D-day A small number of settings (performing
stages).The objective is to entertain
people while queuing to visit the HEH
and to inspire reflection on key subjects,
so as to prepare the visit.

Ensure that the
message is
coherent and
consistent with
the general
campaign.

Liaise with
authorities etc

14 Art workshop
for children
(aged 6-10)

D-day Leopold
park

The selection of
workshops must be
harmonised with at least
one of the campaigns
(questioning/mirror/objects
).

Area/zone to be set aside (by means of
marquees/tables/carpets). Animators to
be hired. The objective is to entertain
children/families while queuing to visit
the HEH, in the atmosphere of a “mini-
festival”.

Ensure
coherence with
the HEH
learning
programme

Liaise with
authorities etc

15 Lectures in
neighbouring
institutions

D-day Neighbour
institutions

Posters presenting the
programme. Signage in the
park?

Venue preparation. Sound system and
logistics.

Organisation of the trip of the
speakers/special guests including
accommodation and fees

Liaise with
neighbours

Liaise with
authorities etc
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During the opening campaign period – and after

16 Campaign tools D-30 to
D+...

Brussels
Region

5 or 6
Thalys/Eur
ostar
terminals/
major
stations

+
marketing
partners
and
museum
partners

Design, produce, install posters
and printed banners

Design the opening "sticker"

To produce and deliver a teaser
movie (1 min max) available in
various formats (professional
television format,
internet/computer formats, CD-
ROM and DVD)

Buy spaces when/
where relevant

Distribute posters

Affix "opening"
stickers where/when
relevant

Remove them where/
when relevant

Liaise with
authorities

Pre-book
spaces where
necessary

17 Campaign
general museum
leaflets (24
languages)

D-30 to
D+...

Brussels +
200 km
area
/Europe
via Tourist
offices and

Design and produce leaflets.

Disseminate leaflet to non-
commercial network + follow up

Organising commercial
network distribution
(ACKA, Boomerang
etc.) for Brussels +/
200 km

Liaise with
authorities and
book space if
needed

Content for
the leaflet to
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partners be produced
by EP

18 Promotion in
the airports

D-15 to
D+15

Zaventem
and
Charleroi
airports

Design and produce banners Liaise with
relevant
authorities

Pre-book
space

19 Decorating
tram,  buses and
bus/tram/metro
stations

D-15 to
D+15

Brussels
Region

Design and produce tram and
buses decoration.

Design and produce poster
(paper/video) for stations.

Buy space on the back
of buses and trams.
Buy full coverage for
airport express bus.

Affix "opening"
stickers where when
relevant

Remove them after the
event. The same is
needed for the stations

Liaise with
relevant
authorities

Pre-book
space

20 Shop windows
action

D-15 to
D+15

Brussels
Region

Design and produce window
decoration

Liaise with
ADT and with
relevant
authorities

21 On line
campaign

D-30 to
D+...

Producing and placing banners on
websites (bought and earned
media).

Purchasing of internet

Social media
development
for EP
channels
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space where/ when
relevant

22 MEPs' visits D + 5 HEH Design and production of ad hoc
invitations  (and send if needed).

Liaise with
protocol and
DG PRES.
Organise a
mini-reception
and prepare
content
specialised
info packs

23 Photo and video
coverage

D-1 –
D+5

HEH EP services


